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PERFORMING INSTRUMENT APPROACHES IN A SIMULATOR 
By Lindsay J. Lina and George C. Canavos 
Langley Research Center 
SUMMARY 
A simulator study was made to determine the effect of glide-slope angle on the 
accuracy of performing a landing approach and a go around. Statistical evaluation of the 
data indicates that the angle of glide slope had no appreciable effect on the accuracy of 
approach but had an influence on the minimum altitude in the missed-approach maneuver. 
The probability of completing a landing without excessive maneuvering in the last few 
seconds of flare is reduced by a varying c ross  wind. 
INTRODUCTION 
The angle of the glide-slope beam for ILS (instrument landing system) installa- 
tions at airports has  an influence on ground noise levels and on the a rea  on the ground 
that must have height restrictions for building construction. Some alleviation in noise 
and improved clearance of obstructions is possible with even a small  increase in glide- 
slope angle. However, with reductions of weather minimum for Category 11 operation 
(ref. 1) allowing a decision height down to 100 feet (30.48 meters) and a runway visual 
range down to 1200 feet (365.76 meters) , there is some concern that steepening the glide 
slope may compromise safety for instrument landings. A study w a s  therefore made of 
instrument landing approaches in a simulator to determine the performance of 16 pilots 
for glide-slope angles between 2.50' and 3.50' that could be useful in noise reduction. 
Each landing approach was terminated with a simulated missed-approach maneuver 
starting at the minimum decision height for Category 11 operation. For a calm-air 
condition, 1700 landing approaches were made, and with a simulated wind shear 
120 approaches were made. A fixed-base simulator was used, and the approaches and 
missed-approach maneuvers were executed by reference to standard transport-airplane 
instruments with no outside visual reference. 
SYMBOLS 
The units used for  the physical quantities defined in this paper are given both in 
the U.S. Customary Units and in the International System of Units (SI). Factors relating 
these two systems of units a r e  presented in reference 2. 
b wing span, feet (meters) 
drag coefficient cD 
lift coefficient CL 
rolling -moment coefficient cL 
Cm pitching-moment coefficient 
Cn yawing-moment coefficient 
lateral  -f orce coefficient CY 
- 
C wing mean aerodynamic chord, feet (meters) 
FXs’FYs’FZs aerodynamic force along Xs-, Ys-, and Zs-axis, respectively, 
pounds (newtons) 
total force along Xw-, Yw-, and Zw-axis, respectively, pounds FXw’FYw’FZw 
(newtons) 
acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 feet/second2 (9.8 meters/secondZ) 
altitude of airplane center of gravity, feet (meters) 
minimum altitude of airplane center of gravity in missed-approach 
maneuver, feet (meters) 
moment of inertia about X-, Y- ,  and Z-axis, respectively, slug-feet2 
(kilogram-meter s2)  
product of inertia, slug-feet2 (kilogram-meter$) 
K 1  gain in flight-director computer for angular displacement from localizer, 
deg/deg 
K 2  gain in flight-director computer for heading er ror ,  deg/deg 
K3 gain in flight-director computer for la teral  channel washout, deg/deg 
K4 gain in flight-director computer for  angular displacement from glide-slope 
beam, deg/deg 
K5 gain in flight-director computer for  pitch-attitude e r ror ,  deg/deg 
Ks gain in flight-director computer for  vertical channel washout, deg/deg 
MX aerodynamic rolling moment about X-axis, pound-feet (newton-meters) 
MY aerodynamic pitching moment about Y-axis, pound-f eet (newton-meter s) 
MZ aerodynamic yawing moment about Z-axis ,  pound-feet (newton-meters) 
thrust moment about X-, Y-, and Z-axis, respectively, M ~ ~ ,  M ~ ~ ,  M~ z 
pound-feet (newton-meters) 
m airplane mass,  slugs (kilograms) 
P angular velocity about X-axis, radians/second 
PW 
q 
angular velocity about X, -axis, radians/second 
angular velocity about Y-axis, radians/second 
qW angular velocity about Yw -axis, radians/second 
r angular velocity about Z-axis ,  radians/second 
angular velocity about Zw -axis, radians/second r W  
S wing area, feet' (meter s2) 
3 
horizontal ground distance along localizer beam measured from origin of 
glide-slope beam, feet (meters) 
SX 
reference value of % where center of glide-slope beam intercepts the SX, ref 
100-foot (30.48 -meter) altitude level, feet (meters) 
horizontal ground distance measured laterally from localizer beam, feet sY 
(meters) 
T engine thrust, pounds (newtons) 
Tx ,Ty ,Tz  engine thrust component along X-, Y-, and Z-axis, respectively, 
pounds (newtons) 
engine thrust component along Xs-, Ys, and Zs-axis, respectively, TXs’ TY s’ z s 
pounds (newtons) 
V airplane velocity, feet/second (meters/second) 
velocity of c ross  wind, feet/second (meters/second) vC 
xs,y,, z, stability axes 
xw,yw, z, wind axes (flight-path axes) 
location of center of gravity ahead of the 0.2515 station, feet (meters) cg 
X 
CY angle of attack, radians o r  degrees as specified 
P angle of sideslip, radians 
angle of sideslip due to c ross  wind, radians PC 
initial sideslip angle, radians 
PO 
6 control deflection, radians 
4 
E angle of thrust  axis above X-axis, radians 
e,+, l4 body-axis attitude angles, radians 
4.zJ, *w, "w wind-axis attitude angles, radians 
P air density, slugs/feet3 (kilograms/meters3) 
washout time constants, seconds 71' 72 
Subscripts : 
a aileron 
e elevator 
f wing flaps 
h horizontal tail 
max maximum 
r rudder 
S stabilizer 
SP s p o i 1 e r 
V vertical  tail 
Abbreviation : 
ILS instrument landing system 
The notation ( O , l ) L G  denotes the position of the airplane landing gear;  that is, 
multiplication by 0 or 1 for landing gear retracted or extended, respectively. 
A dot over a symbol denotes the first derivative with respect to  time. 
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DESCRIPTION OF SIMULATION 
Cockpit and Computer 
The simulator cockpit was a fixed-base configuration of a jet transport  with typical 
controls and instruments as shown in figure 1. The cockpit was completely enclosed 
with no outside view. This equipment, which had been developed for SST (supersonic 
transport) simulation at the Langley Research Center (reported in ref. 3), included a 
wing-sweep control and indicator that were not used for  this study. The landing 
approaches were made with the aid of a flight director which is described in simplified 
form in reference 4. A block diagram of the flight-director computer is given in fig- 
u re s  2 and 3. This flight director is not the latest available instrument and w a s  not 
designed for Category I1 landings. The instrument was too sensitive to altitude e r r o r  at 
altitudes below 200 feet (60.96 meters). The flight director w a s  therefore modified to  
keep the sensitivity of the pitch command as a function of altitude e r r o r  constant as the 
runway w a s  approached from a point 10 000 feet (3048 meters), measured horizontally, 
from the origin of the glide-slope beam. This modification is similar to the design fea- 
ture  of instruments of la ter  manufacture. 
An analog computer w a s  used to generate the motions of the airplane and to repre-  
sent the ILS glide-slope and localizer beams. The complete equations of motion in six 
degrees of freedom were used in the mathematical models of the airplanes. The equa- 
tions of motion a r e  given in appendix A. The aerodynamic derivatives and airplane 
characterist ics are presented in appendix B. 
Airplanes 
Two airplanes, a large and a small jet transport, were simulated. Both airplanes 
a r e  in daily use in commercial air travel. The large transport  had a landing weight of 
about 200 000 pounds (889 640 newtons). The landing weight for  the small transport w a s  
about 60 000 pounds (266 892 newtons). The control surfaces were assumed to follow 
deflections of a control by the pilot without lag. 
lated by limiting the rate  of thrust increase and with 2n exponential function for 
decreasing thrust. 
2 seconds were required to obtain maximum thrust. 
decay was about 2 seconds. 
Engine lag characteristics were simu- 
For both airplanes, the ra te  of thrust increase was limited so  that 
The time constant for thrust 
ILS Beams 
An illustration of ILS beams with indications of deflections on a simple c ross -  
pointer instrument as a function of displacement is given in figure 4. The ILS was 
assumed to consist of perfect localizer and glide-slope beams with no beam bends. The 
localizer transmitter w a s  assumed to be located 10 000 feet (3048 meters) beyond the 
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intercept of the glide-slope beam and the runway surface. The outer marker  w a s  
located 6 nautical miles (11 112 meters) from the runway and the middle marker  was 
about 0.5 nautical mile (926 meters) from the runway. The glide-slope angle was 
changed in the study to investigate the effect on the performance of the pilots in the 
landing approach. Angles of 2.50°, 3.00°, 3.25', and 3.50' were used in this study. A 
glide slope of 2.50' is commonly used at many airports. 
Flight Procedure 
Each landing approach required about 4 minutes of simulated flight. The approach 
was started from a point about 10 nautical miles (18 520 meters) from the runway with 
about 0.5 nautical mile (926 meters) lateral  displacement on the left side of the localizer 
beam. The airplane heading w a s  45' greater than the localizer-beam direction, on a 
closing course. The initial altitude w a s  held constant until the approach of the glide- 
slope beam was indicated on the flight director. Each airplane started the approach with 
landing gear and flaps retracted. The initial airspeed for the large transport w a s  
170 knots and for the small transport w a s  160 knots. The localizer beam was approached, 
as shown in figure 5, to reduce the lateral-position and heading er rors .  These e r r o r s  
were reduced to small  values as the glide-slope beam w a s  intercepted. (See fig. 5.) As 
the glide-slope beam was approached, the landing gear and flaps were extended. The 
initial altitude of approach was chosen so that the glide-slope beam was intercepted at 
the outer marker;  therefore, each glide-slope angle required a different starting altitude. 
The initial altitude for  each glide-slope angle of the tes t s  is shown in table I. As the 
glide slope was intercepted, the pilot extended the flaps to full deflection and established 
the final approach airspeed. The airplane was then trimmed for steady flight with 
reduced throttle setting. Each approach was terminated with a missed-approach proce- 
dure as the airplane descended below 100 feet (30.48 meters). For this maneuver, the 
attitude angle w a s  increased to about 8O, fu l l  throttle w a s  applied, and flaps and gear 
w e r e  retracted after a definite climb had been started. A copilot assisted the pilot in 
the flight as is standard practice in airline operation. 
Test  Conditions 
A total of 16 pilots participated in the tests. Two commercial airlines supplied 
10 pilots and a military transport unit supplied 6 pilots. All the pilots were proficient 
in the operation of large four-engine jet transports. 
A total of 1820 approaches were made in  the investigation. Of this number, 1700 
were made with no wind and 120 were made with a wind-shear condition. Two of the 
pilots participated in both calm-air and wind-shear tests. The remaining 14 pilots flew 
only for  calm-air conditions. The wind programed was a 30-knot c ross  wind from the 
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right which diminished linearly below 500 feet (152.40 meters) to a 10-knot wind at 
ground level. The wind direction was constant at 90' to  the localizer beam. Due to the 
lag in  washout circuits, a design parameter of the flight-director computer, the airplane 
heading was generally overcompensating for the wind and w a s  therefore off to the right 
of the localizer beam as the minimum altitude was approached. The washout time con- 
stant see T~ in fig. 2) was 40 seconds. ( 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
General Comments on Simulator 
The pilots, in general, expressed the view that the simulator was somewhat more 
difficult to fly than the actual large transport airplane. The pilots participating in the 
tests were familiar with the flight characterist ics of the large transport; however, they 
did not have experience with the small jet transport. Although the control of the flight 
path of the airplane may have been more difficult for the simulator than for the real  air- 
plane, the accuracy of performing the landing approach was good and probably can be 
favorably compared with real flight. The mental s t r e s s  of flight under actual instrument 
conditions is not a well-defined variable and may be a partially compensating factor. 
The pilot has additional tasks such as communication with the control tower in actual 
flight which may influence performance. The absence of motion could also be an impor- 
tant influence and could tend to  reduce the pilots' lead cues and thereby increase the 
difficulty of control. (See comments in ref. 5.) 
The missed-approach procedure was performed as a termination of every approach, 
and thus the pilot was prepared for the recovery. This is not comparable to the real  
situation where visibility is marginal and some landings can be completed. However, 
the influence of glide-slope angle for ideal conditions of go around is believed to be 
determined. 
Approach Accuracy 
The results of the simulated landing approaches were evaluated by statistical 
methods. Examination of the data revealed that an assumption of normal distribution 
was valid and provided a good f i t  to the data. 
The standard deviations were computed in the usual manner; that is, 
n 
c T =  J n -  1 1 (Si - q2 i= 1 
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where si is ith position value recorded from simulation, s is the average value, and 
n is the total number of values. 
The landing-approach accuracy is typified in the trajectories for  three trials 
shown in figure 5. 
the horizontal-distance scale. 
The altitude and lateral-position scales are magnified in relation to  
The performances of 14 pilots operating in calm air for the simulated landing 
approaches are combined and the data are presented in figures 6 to 13 for the large and 
small jet transports. From figure 5 it can be seen that the initial oscillation of the flight 
path about the localizer and glide-slope beams has been damped at about 4 nautical miles 
(7408 meters) from the runway. The positions of the airplane in the approach at a hori- 
zontal distance of 10 000 feet (3048 meters) from the origin of the glide-slope beam are 
believed to  be typical of most of the final part  of the approach. 
Statistical data showing average altitude e r r o r  and standard deviation in altitude at 
a horizontal distance of 10 000 feet (3048 meters) a r e  presented for the range of glide 
slopes in figure 6. As can be seen in figure 6 the large transport was,  on the average, 
flown above the glide-slope beam. The average position for the small transport w a s  on 
the beam. The glide-slope angle had no pronounced influence on the average altitude 
e r ro r  of either airplane. 
A 5  feet (4.6 meters). The lateral  e r r o r s  at the point 10 000 feet from the glide-slope 
origin, shown in figure 7, indicate that both airplanes were flown slightly to the left of 
the localizer beam for most approaches and the standard deviation w a s  about 4 5  feet. 
There was  no significant influence of glide-slope angle on the lateral-position e r rors .  
The standard deviation in altitude for both airplanes w a s  about 
The statistical data determined near the runway threshold a r e  shown in figures 8 
to 13. The data were evaluated at the reference distance s ~ , ~ ~ ~ .  
The final airspeed for the approach is shown in figure 8. The average speed and 
Airspeeds of 140 knots for standard deviation a r e  not influenced by glide-slope angle. 
the large transport and 130 knots for the small transport were chosen as the references 
for approach. The average for  the large transport is about 137 knots with the standard 
deviation about &7 knots. The airspeed for the small transport averaged about 133 knots 
with the standard deviation about *7 knots. The requirements for Category I1 operation 
specify that, for manual control of the airplane, an automatic throttle control must be 
used to keep airspeed constant. (See ref. 1.) For the simulation, automatic control of 
airspeed w a s  not used and figure 8 indicates that close control of airspeed was main- 
tained with manual control by the pilot. However, all runs were made at the same air- 
plane weight, and atmospheric turbulence w a s  not simulated. The pilot could then rely 
on a fixed power setting to keep airspeed nearly constant in each run with only a few 
changes of thrust needed in the approach. 
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Heading and course e r r o r s  with standard deviations are shown at the reference 
distance ~ ~ , ~ ~ f  in figures 9 and 10. Both heading and course averages are near zero 
with standard deviation in heading about 11.5O for the large transport  and 11.2' for the 
small transport. The standard deviation in course was about 4 . 2 '  for both airplanes. 
The average altitude, at the reference distance %,ref, near the runway threshold 
is shown in figure 11 to  be about 105 feet (32 meters) for the large transport. This 
shows the tendency of the pilot to maintain a displacement above the beam as was also 
seen in figure 6 for the data obtained earlier in the approach. The small transport was 
flown close to the beam, also as shown in figure 6. The standard deviation in altitude 
was about 4 5  feet (4.6 meters). 
The lateral  displacement near the runway threshold as seen in figure 12 w a s  still 
slightly to the left of the localizer as w a s  observed in figure 7. The average lateral  
e r ro r  was, however, reduced for both the large and the small  transports as the distance 
to  the runway w a s  reduced; the standard deviation was, however, greater.  The statistical 
data indicated about *30 feet (9 meters) for both large and small  transports. It is 
apparent that there is no pronounced influence of glide-slope angle on any of the statis- 
tical data obtained at the reference distance with the exception of descent ra te  as indi- 
cated in figure 13. The descent rate increased as the glide slope w a s  made steeper. 
This result can be expected for a constant approach speed. The average rate  of descent 
for the large transport was less  than that for the small  transport because the pilots ini- 
tiated the missed-approach maneuver for the large transport above the decision altitude. 
The standard deviation fo r  the small transport (about *3 feet/second (0.9 meter/second)) 
was greater than that for the large transport (about +2 feet/second (0.6 meter/second)). 
The performance of the pilots in following the localizer and glide-slope beams for 
the glide slopes of the tes ts  w a s  believed to be excellent down to the minimum altitude for  
Category 11 operation fo r  both transports in the calm-air conditions simulated. There is 
a good probability of being in a position for a visual landing without the necessity for 
extreme maneuvers in the last few seconds of approach. However, further study of 
landing approaches with visual simulation equipment similar to that described in refer - 
ence 5 would be desirable. 
Missed-Approach Maneuver 
The results of performing a missed-approach maneuver after reaching the 100-foot 
(30.48-meter) decision altitude a r e  shown in figure 14. The position and heading of the 
airplane at minimum altitude as well as the minimum altitude a r e  shown as functions of 
glide-slope angle. 
The glide-slope angle affects the minimum altitude for both airplanes. As 
expected, there was a nearly linear decrease of average minimum altitude with steepening 
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of the glide slope. The average minimum altitude for  the large transport was lower by 
less than 5 feet (1.52 meters) than that for the small  transport. The results indicate 
good ground clearance for the nearly ideal case of an alert crew prepared to  make a go 
around. There was no appreciable effect of glide-slope angle on the standard deviation 
of minimum altitude which was about lt15 feet (4.6 meters) for  both airplanes. 
The average heading e r r o r  of both airplanes was nearly zero. There was a small  
displacement of the average lateral position of both airplanes to  the left side of the 
center line (less than 10 feet (3.05 meters)). The standard deviation in lateral position 
for both airplanes was about el0 feet (12 meters). The standard deviation in heading 
for  both airplanes was about rt2O. 
f rom the runway center line at the minimum altitude in the go-around maneuver. 
These results indicate that the pilots did not stray far 
Approaches in Wind Shear 
The data obtained in the approaches with c ross  wind are summarized in tables I1 
and III. 
ber indicates the standard deviation. 
angles, 2.500 and 3.50°. 
approaches at both glide-slope angles with the c ross  wind and with no wind. 
it can be seen that the principal effect of the varying cross  wind was to displace the 
paths in relation to the localizer beam. 
are plotted in figure 15. 
lateral displacement of the airplane near the runway threshold. 
in the direction from which the wind was blowing. 
to the design of the flight director. 
the washout circuit that allows a time-averaged direction reference. 
in this design, and the result is an overcorrection of the path for the changing cross  
wind. 
In the tables, the first number indicates the average value and the second num- 
The data were obtained at only two glide-slope 
Two pilots participated in these tes t s  and made landing 
In table 11 
Three trajectories for  these landing approaches 
These plots, which are typical of all the data, show a consistent 
This displacement was 
This is a natural effect which is due 
The design feature believed to cause this e r r o r  is 
A lag is inherent 
The average effect can be seen in other data presented in tables 11 and III. 
The average minimum altitude decreased about 4 feet (1.2 meters) for both air- 
planes and both ILS glide-slope angles with a simulated wind shear. A wind shear of 
4 knots per 100 feet (30.48 meters) of altitude is not unusually severe. Tower mea- 
surements of winds indicate shears  considerably greater than this value. 
The effect of glide slope with the c ros s  wind is small  as in the calm-air tes ts  with 
about the same effect on approach accuracy and minimum altitude in the go around. 
The amount of displacement of both airplanes operating in the varying c ross  wind 
reduces the probability of completing a landing without excessive maneuvering in the 
flare. Some alleviation of this effect may be possible by modification of the design of 
the flight director. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The effect of angles of glide slope of 2.50°, 3.00°, 3.25', and 3.50' on the perfor- 
mance of jet transports in instrument landing approaches on a fixed-base simulator w a s  
determined in this study. 
The following conclusions were reached for  the approaches with no wind: 
1. The glide-slope angles from 2.50' t o  3.50' did not significantly affect the accu- 
racy of following the localizer and glide-slope beams down to an altitude of 100 feet 
(30.48 meters), the minimum decision altitude for Category 11 operation. 
flew both a large and a small jet-transport simulation with excellent accuracy. 
The pilots 
2. The large jet transport (landing weight about 200 000 pounds (889 640 newtons)) 
was flown slightly above the glide-slope beam. The average position for the small  jet 
transport (landing weight about 60 000 pounds (266 892 newtons)) was on the glide-slope 
beam. The standard deviation was about A 5  feet (4.6 meters) in altitude for both air- 
planes as the decision altitude w a s  approached. 
3. Both airplanes were flown near the center of the localizer beam with a standard 
deviation of about 4 0  feet (12 meters) in lateral  displacement near the minimum deci- 
sion altitude. Heading and course e r r o r s  were small  near the decision altitude, with a 
standard deviation of less  than 2' in heading or  course for both airplanes. 
4. Minimum altitude in the missed-approach maneuvers, starting at the initiation 
altitude of 100 feet (30.48 meters), w a s  influenced by glide-slope angle. The decrease 
in average minimum altitude with steepening of the glide slope w a s  nearly linear as w a s  
expected. The large transport descended to an altitude averaging about 5 feet 
(1.5 meters) less than that for  the small transport. 
The resul ts  of simulated approaches with a cross  wind that diminishes as the air- 
plane descends to the decision altitude indicate a path displacement in the direction from 
which the wind was blowing. 
of many runways and would require excessive maneuvering in the last stage of the 
approach. An increased percentage of missed approaches could be expected for instru- 
ment landings with wind shear. 
This displacement would place the airplane over the edge 
Langley Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Langley Station, Hampton, Va., April 2, 1968, 
720-05-00-08-23. 
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APPENDIX A 
KINEMATIC EQUATIONS 
Basic Equations 
The equations used in the representations of the airplanes are essentially as given 
in reference 6. The wind axes are used to  define the translational motions and the body 
axes to define the rotational motions. The three translational motions are determined 
from 
v = Fxw/m 
p, = p cos a!+ r sin a!+ pSw 
The three rotational equations a r e  
6 = (Iy - Iz)911,  IXZ -(i- + pq) + MTX -+ - MX 
Ix IX I x  I x  
LQ+ I E ( r 2  - p2) + MTY -+ MY -
;r = (Iz - Ix) Iy IY I y  IY 
MTZ MZ 
f -  
$ =  ( I ~ - I  ) a + - ( $ - q r ) + -  IXZ 
I z  I z  IZ IZ 
The equations for angle of attack and sideslip a r e  
p =  rw - r cos a!+ p sin a! 
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APPENDIX A 
where 
and t represents time. These equations a r e  approximations based on small  angles 
for p. The effect of cross wind is included in these equations. The wind-axis forces  
a r e  related to  the thrust, gravity, and aerodynamic forces  along the stability axes as 
follows: 
FXw - FXs c TXs c pFys - mg sin 6, 
Fyw = FYs - pFXs - pXs + mg cos  eW sin aW 
= FZs + TZs + mg cos 6, cos  +w FZw 
TX = T COS E 
T y =  0 
T Z  = -T sin E 
TXs = TX cos CY+ T Z  sin a 
Tys = 0 
TZs = T Z  cos  a! - TX sin CY 
The wind-axis Euler angles a r e  determined with the equations: 
rW cos +w + qw sin +w 
cos ew GW = 
ew = qw cos 4?w - rw sin GW 
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APPENDIX A 
*w = pw + qw sin Ow 
and the angles with respect to  earth axes a r e  approximated by 
e = e w + a  
Aerodynamic Forces  and Moments 
The general equations for the aerodynamic forces and moments a r e  as follows: 
Equations for Computing Earth Coordinates 
The equations used to determine the position coordinates with respect to  the e a r t h  
a r e  
Sx = -v COS ew COS qw 
sy = V cos Ow sin +w + vc 
h = -V sin 
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APPENDIX B 
AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS 
Large Transport  
The basic lift curve CL(C!) for  the large transport  is shown in figure 16 and the 
basic pitching-moment curve Cm(Ol) is shown in figure 17. Both aerodynamic coef- 
ficients are given as functions of angle of attack with flaps retracted. The drag curves 
C ~ ( d f , ~ l )  are shown in figure 18 for flap deflections of Oo, 25O, and 50'. Although the 
lift, pitching-moment, and drag curves are plotted for angle of attack in degrees, all 
coefficients given in the equations are for angles and angular ra tes  in  radians and radians 
per second, respectively. 
Effects of deflections of flaps and controls are included in the following equations 
for the aerodynamic coefficients: 
CL = C,(CY) + 0.8026f + 0.573(6~ -J- 0.07) + 0.2296e 
C y  = -0.630p + 0.196, 
where 
= 0.0533 (6f 5 0.523) 
and 
Cz = 0.0533 + 0.141(6f - 0.523) (6f > 0.523) 
6a 
C, Cm(Ol) - 0.1796f - 0.6886, - 1.710(6, + 0.07) - xq(0 .19  + 0.8106f 
- 
+ 4.412~~) + (0.008 - 0.01156f)(0,1)LG - -& (4.58dr + 13.18q) 
b 
2v  
Cn = 0. lp  - 0.086, - -(O.lp + 0.15r) 
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The following additional parameters w e r e  used: 
Tm,, = 67 000 pounds (298 029.40 newtons) (4 engines) 
m = Constant = 6428.6 slugs (93 818.34 kilograms) 
S = 2892 feet2 (268.67 meter$) 
b = 142.42 feet (43.41 meters) 
C = 22.69 feet (6.92 meters) 
Ix = 3.25 X lo6 slug-feet2 (4.41 X lo6 kilogram-meter$) 
Iy = 5.15 X lo6 slug-feet2 (6.98 X 106 kilogram-meter$) 
Iz = 8.60 x lo6 slug-feet2 (11.39 X lo6 kilogram-metersa) 
Ixz = 0 
xcgf E = -0.13 
MTY = 2.06T 
The ranges of deflections of the controls and control surfaces are given in 
table IV. A ser ies  yaw damper with the following transfer function between the sensed 
yaw rate and rudder deflection was simulated by use of the following relation: 
radians/( r adian/sec) 6, - 5.14s 
I- 
-- 
(1 + 2.3s)(l + 0.65s) 
where s is the Laplace operator. A limiter w a s  used to res t r ic t  the rudder movement 
to  do in addition to the pilot's control movement. The damper motion w a s  not detected 
in the rudder pedals. The yaw damper improved damping of the Dutch roll, but did not 
hamper deliberate turns. 
Small Transport 
The equations for the aerodynamic coefficients of the small transport include 
ground effect. However, in this study, that effect was not significant because the 
17 
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approaches were ,armhated by a go around. The coefficients expressec in ana Ttical 
form are determined for  angles and angular rates in radians and radians per second, 
respectively. 
The following equations were used to  simulate the characterist ics of the small  
transport: 
(‘L)tail off = (5.2 - 1.99e-0*096h) ( c y +  0.031 + 0.2726f + 0.168e-0-096h) 
+ e ( 0 . 6 9 6  + 5.96q) - 16spl (0.138 + O.384Gf 
V 
CL,h = 1.003 6, + Cy 0.67 - 0.03486f + 0.26e-0-096h) - 0.0131 - 0.0676f C (  
+ 0.014e’ 0.096h] + E ( 2 . 6 4 6  + 7.94q) + 0.6526, 
V 
= (-0.292 - 0.0596f)P + 
(‘Y)tail off V 
-I- 0.1627 (CL) 
- 0.02236f 
](p cos c y +  r sin 
tail off 
Cy,v = (-0.607 - O.141tjf)p + (0.278 + 0.0366f)6r + - 43 7 10.017 + 0.1186,)p 
V 
- (0.0659 + O.0144€jf)p + (0.496 + 0.1186f)r] 
cy = off + CY,v 
CD = 0.018 + 0.1126f2 + 0.022(0,1)LG + 0.0475CL 2 
18 
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= L0.0172 + O.0988Gf - 0.12 (CL) 1 0  + 0.0636, + (0.0307 + 0.0686f2)6sp 
('2)tail off tail off 
- 0.08416fl(r cos a! - p sin 
cos a! + r sin CY) + 0.279 C L ) ~  
V [ ( ail off 
(Cn)tail off = (-0.115 + 0.0366f)D + (0.00057 - O.O276a!+ 0.00496f)6, 
+ (0.00705 + 0.0098)6sp + + 0.02766fl(p cos a! V tail off 
+ r sin a!) - 10.0029 + 0.03668 + 0.01112(CL)2 (r cos a! - p sin 
- 0.136(Cy) 
Cm = -0.075 + 0 . 9 0 3 ~ ~ ~  + ( 3 8 . 9 4 ~ ~ ~  - 20.17)- 6f - 3.02p2 
50 
+ (0.0286 + 0.1666f2) lSSpl - ( C L ) ~ ~ ~  off 
-0.096h - CL,h 3.955 + 7 + (0.06 4- 0.132a)e ( "zg) 
5 93 
V 
- -(0.97& + 4.99q) 
Some additional airplane parameters  are 
Tmax = 25 200 pounds (112 094.64 newtons) (2 engines) 
m = Constant = 1900 slugs (27 728.41 kilograms) 
S = 925 feet' (85.93 meters2) 
19 
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b = 87.4 feet (26.64 meters) 
E = 11.86 feet (3.61 meters) 
Ixz = 68 000 slug-feet2 (92 194.4 kilogram-meters2) 
IX = 199 000 slug-feet2 (269 804.2 kilogram-meters2) 
IY = 830 000 slug-feet2 (1 125 314.0 kilogram-meters2) 
Iz = 952 000 slug-feet2 (1 290 721.6 kilogram-meter$) 
E = 2 O  
The ranges of deflections of the controls and control surfaces are given in 
table IV. 
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TABLE 1.- INITIAL ALTITUDE FOR EACH GLIDE-SLOPE ANGLE 
Glide -slope 
angle, deg Fj:: 
3.50 
Altitude for initial approach 
f t  - - - I  :- m 
1500 1 457.20 
1800 -1 ~ 548.64 
1900 1 579.12 
2000 I - -  609.60 
- - 
- 
- - 
~~- 
__ . __ - - 
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Large  
Small 
ft 
73 f 11 
70 f 20 
58 f 16 
54 f 21 
80 + 16 
77 f 14 
71 f 13 
TABLE II.- COMPARISON O F  APPROACH PERFORMANCE AT REFERENCE DISTANCE 
WITH AND WITHOUT CROSS WIND 
m 
22.3 i 3.4 
21.3 + 6.1 
17.7 i 4.9 
16.5 f 6.4 
24.4 f 4.9 
23.5 f 4.3 
21.6 f 4.0 
Glide-slope 
angle, deg 
2.50 
3.50 
2.50 
3.50 
Jet 
t ransport  
Large 
Small 
Wind 
None 
C r o s s  
None 
C r o s s  
None 
C r o s s  
None 
C r o s s  
~ 
f t  
111 f 12 
110 f 19 
108 f 21 
100 f 28 
100 f 34 
102 f 23 
111 f 30 
95 i35 
h 
m 
33.8 f 3.7 
33.5 f 5.8 
32.9 f 6.4 
30.5 f 8.5 
30.5 f 10.4 
31.1 + 7.0 
33.8 + 9.1 
29.0 f 10.7 
Heading, 
deg 
0 f 1.0 
-5.2 + 1.7 
0.3 f 2.3 
-6.3 * 2.5 
0.2 f 1.4 
-6.8 f 2.2 
-0.1 i 1.7 
-6.9 f 2.9 
Course, 
deg 
-0.2 f 0.8 
-0.5 + 1.4 
-0.2 f 1.9 
0.6 f 1.8 
-0.2 f 1.4 
0.2 i 2.6 
0.3 f 1.5 
0.6 * 2.2 
f t  
-2 f27 
70 + 58 
-7 ~ 4 2  
75 f40 
Glide-slope 
angle, deg 
2.50 
3.50 
2.50 
3.50 
Wind 
None 
C r o s s  
None 
C r o s s  
None 
C r o s s  
None 
C r o s s  
sY 
m 
-0.6 f 8.2 
21.3 f 17.7 
-2.1 * 12.8 
TABLE I=.- COMPARISON O F  MISSED-APPROACH MANEUVER 
WITH AND WITHOUT CROSS WIND 
22.9 f 12.2 
65 69 19.8 f 21.0 120 f 7 
Heading at 
m f t  
-5 * 31 
61 + 64 
-12 f 55 
84 f 55 
-21 f 56 
64 f70 
1.3 f 49 
87 f 58 
knots 
142 f 6 
143 i 8 
-1.5 * 9.4 
18.6 f 19.5 
-3.7 i 16.8 
25.6 16.8 
-6.4 i 17.1 
19.5 * 21.3 
0.4 j: 14.9 
26.5 + 17.7 
-4.0 f 1.7 
-5.0 i 2.5 
-6.4 2.9 
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TABLE 1V.- DEFLECTION RANGE O F  CONTROLS AND CONTROL SURFACES 
or surface I E lev at or  
Column 
Spoiler 
Wheel 
Rudder 
Pedal 
Stabilizer 
Flaps 
Large 
transport  
- . -. .~ - - 
-23.5 
I 
0.5 
-14.0 
~- 
.- 
I L 0 to 50 
Small 
transport 
15.0 
_ _  __ 
-25.0 
- _ _ _ _  
9.9 forward 
20.5 aft 
26 
-20 
0 to 60 
A30 
*3 0 
4 3  
1 .o 
-9 .o 
0 to 50 
- __ 
_ _ _ _  ~- 
~ - _ _ -  
-__ ._ - 
-~ - - - 
- -  - 
- 
..- - _ _  
Force range, lb  
Large 
transport  
__ ~- 
38 forward 
60 aft 
. .- 
Small 
transport 
18 forward 
30 aft 
- . 
4 0 0  
- 
24 
~ 
u 
o 
u 
, 
-
25 
. 
- b K l  Lateral error 
by radio, deg 
Course change 
limiter + 
I nput course 
datum 
Heading 
from compass 
.-n command 
Figure 2.- Block diagram of flight-director computer for lateral channel ( s  i s  Laplace operator). 
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Figure 4.- Illustration of glide-slope and IOcalizer beams with position indicated on cross-pointer instrument. 
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Figure 10.- Effect of glide-slope angle on  course e r ro r  at reference distance s ~ , ~ ~ ~ . .  Calm air .  
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Figure 16.- Li f t  curve for large transport with flaps retracted. 
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Figure 17.- Pitching-moment curve for large transport  w i th  flaps retracted. 
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Figure 18.- Drag curves for large transport. 
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